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Abstract-Due to simpler protocol operations, e.g. no synchro
nization and higher tolerance to node capture attack compared 
to symmetric key-based approaches, public key-based (PKC) 
approaches have gained popularity in wireless sensor network 
(WSN) broadcast authentication. With PKC's security strength, 
a sensor node that authenticates messages before forwarding 
them can detect a bogus message within the first hop. While 
this prevents forged traffic from wasting the sensor nodes' 
energy, performing PKC operations in the computing-power
limited sensor node can result in undesirably long message 
propagation time. At the other extreme, the sensor node can 
forward the messages to other nodes prior to authenticating them. 
This approach diminishes propagation time with the trade-off of 
allowing forged messages to propagate through the network. To 
achieve swift and energy efficient broadcast operation, sensor 
nodes need to decide wisely when to forward first and when to 
authenticate first. 

In this paper, we present two new broadcast authentication 
schemes, called the key pool scheme and the key chain scheme, 
to solve this dilemma without any synchronization or periodic key 
redistribution. Both schemes utilize a Bloom filter and distribu

tion of secret keys among sensor nodes to create fast and capture
resistant PKC-based broadcast authentication protocols. Our NS-
2 simulation results confirm that our protocols' broadcast delay 
is only 50% slower than the forwarding-first scheme and ten 
times faster than the authentication-first scheme for a 3,000-
node WSN. The key pool scheme also contains forged message 
propagation to the minimum even when the majority of nodes 
have been captured by the attacker. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a typical WSN, a large number of nodes are deployed 
over a target area with a few nodes acting as data sinks 
called access points, power nodes, or base stations. If the 
access point wants to gather data from the sensors, it needs to 
broadcast one or more query conunands to all sensor nodes in 
the network. To avoid unnecessary radio transmission among 
resource-constrained sensor nodes, each broadcasting packet 
must be verified by a broadcast authentication protocol prior 
to forwarding. 

Broadcast authentication in a regular network can be per
formed by either using a public key based digital signa
ture to sign the broadcast packet, thus allowing intermedi
ate nodes to verify its authenticity, or by using a message 
authentication code (MAC) generated from a shared secret 
key between nodes. Since WSNs are usually deployed in 
hostile or unmonitored locations, sensor nodes are highly 
vulnerable to capture and tampering; we cannot guarantee 

that locally stored secret keys will stay secure. In addition, 
using a PKC-based digital signature also poses some chal
lenges. As stated in [1], if PKC is the only mechanism 
used for WSN's broadcast authentication, sensor nodes will 
have to choose between forwarding each broadcast message 
before verifying its authenticity (forwarding-first approach) 
or verifying the message's digital signature before spreading 
it further (authentication-first approach). The forwarding-first 
(FF) approach is susceptible to Denial of Service (DoS) 
attacks, a scenario in which an attacker impersonates an 
access point and broadcasts forged messages. Messages will 
successfully reach every node in the network thus draining 
each node's short-supplied battery power. On the other hand, 
the authentication-first (AF) approach can prevent the DoS 
attacks because any forged messages will be stopped at the 
first hop. However, due to sensor nodes' limited computing 
power, signature verification at every hop will impose long 
delays [2], which in turn will increase the overall delay of the 
broadcast operations. 

Current attempts to solve the broadcast authentication prob
lem can be categorized into either hardware or protocol 
approaches. The hardware approach prevents adversaries from 
learning any sensitive information from captured nodes by 
equipping them with tamper-resistance memory [3]. Securing 
all secret keys stored inside the sensor nodes removes any risk 
that can jeopardize broadcast authentication protocols, thus 
allowing the MAC approach to be used securely in a WSN 
[4]. Due to the higher cost of tamper-resistant hardware, this 
approach will be limited to critical applications or small-size 
WSNs [5]. 

For the protocol approach, there are several research efforts 
focusing on creating new protocols that can withstand node 
capturing. j.lTESLA [6] and its various extensions [7]-[9] use a 
delayed key disclosure technique, which message verifications 
must be delayed for some periods of time, to protect the 
keys' freshness. Unfortunately, j.lTESLA's symmetric key
only approach, which aims to create low computational cost 
protocol, is unsuitable for quick response applications due to 
its lack of the inunediate authentication feature. In addition, 
it also requires some level of synchronization between all 
nodes in the network which must be achieved by periodic 
broadcasting. 

In consequence of several emerging PKC applications, es-
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Fig. 1: Forwarding-first and authentication-first broadcast timing diagram. 

pecially Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC), in sensor nodes 

[10], [11], a number of researchers have been developing 

broadcast protocols that incorporate PKC as a primary mean 

for source authentication [1], [12]-[ 14]. Because the PKC

based approach eliminates the verification delay problem, the 

main focus of these research efforts is to speed up the time

consuming PKC operations. However, these protocols still rely 

on local key pair establishment or periodic key redistribution 

to filter out bogus messages. 

Using the PKC approach, we propose two new broadcast 

authentication schemes using a digital signature as a main 

authentication mechanism together with a Bloom filter [15] 

to screen out bogus broadcast messages. Our schemes make 

use of WSN's large number of nodes to limit the amount of 

information that adversaries can gain when capturing them. 

This technique relies on diffusing a WSN's secrets into sensor 

nodes, with each node possessing only a portion of the 

keys required for successfully creating an authentic broadcast 

message. Both schemes use a probabilistic approach, so they 

do not require synchronization, local key pairs, or periodic key 

redistribution. 

The first proposed scheme, the key pool scheme, sepa

rates all sensor nodes into different groups, and each group 

possesses a partition of the network's global key pool. An 

authentic broadcast message contains a subset of the global 

key pool, which can be quickly verified by each intermediate 

node before the message is forwarded. The second proposed 

scheme, the key chain scheme, relies on hash chains that are 

stored on each node to pre-verify the packet. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, section 

II presents our assumptions about the system and threat model. 

Next, sections III and IV explain both proposed protocols 

in detail together with their theoretical performance analysis 

in filtering bogus packets. Simulation results and discussion 

are included in Section V. Then, section VI reviews related 

work on WSN broadcast authentication. Finally, section VII 

concludes this paper. 

II. SYSTEM AND THREAT MODEL 

In this work, we assume sensor nodes to be low-cost devices 

without tamper-resistant hardware. A node is capable of per

forming basic cryptographic operations (i.e. hash, MAC) and 

also public key operations (i.e. signature verification) although 

with considerably more delay compared to the former. A 

regular broadcast protocol is used for network-wide message 

flooding. The protocol's packet size is assumed to be able to 

accOlmnodate both digital signature and Bloom filter vector 

(BFV). Our WSN's access point works as a network's data 

sink and cannot be compromised. It also has enough CPU 

power to generate digital signatures and BFVs with reason

able delay. Sensor nodes passively gather data most of the time 

until they receive a broadcast message from the access point 

that they must verify. Our goals are 1) to minimize broadcast 

delay and 2) to prevent successful broadcast authentication 

DoS with acceptable communication and computing overhead. 

Attackers, typically possessing significantly more powerful 

computing power than sensor nodes, are capable of performing 

both symmetric key and public key operation with ease. We 

also assume that the PKC scheme such as Elliptic Curve 

Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) and hash are secure 

enough to hinder any attacker's attempt to circumvent it. 

However, an attacker can capture sensor nodes and learn all 

secret information inside them thus allowing them to create 

an authentic-looking Bloom filter vector of the learned key 

set. The attacker's objective is to fool sensor nodes into 

forwarding forged access point broadcast messages throughout 

the network and wasting sensor node battery power. 

III. KEY POOL SCHEME 

In the key pool scheme, the access point possesses all the 

secret keys, while each sensor node only knows a subset of 

them. This key partitioning helps limit the amount of secrets 

the adversaries can learn from node capturing. This scheme 

assumes that a global key pool of N keys is known to the 

access point while each sensor node has memory large enough 

to store k keys locally. 

Our key pool scheme comprises of three phases: pre

deployment, signature generation, and message verification 

and forwarding. In the first phase, each sensor node is loaded 

with local keys prior to deployment. The second phase de

scribes how the broadcast message and the signature can be 

generated. The last phase deals with each node's verification 

and forwarding decision, when a broadcast message arrives. 

A. Protocol Description 

Pre-deployment Phase: 



1) A global key pool lK of size N with keys {Kl I 1 :s; 

I :s; N} must be generated and partitioned into n non
overlapping equal-sized sets SI, S2, ... , Sn thus each set 
has m = N In keys. For example, we can partition lK 
into Si = {Kjl(i - l)m < j :s; im}. 

2) Next, each sensor node randomly chooses a key set and 
then arbitrarily picks k keys, where k :s; m, from that 
set. It then stores keys and the corresponding key indices 
which will be used for BFV verification in the next 
phase. 

3) Every node must be loaded with the access point's public 
key (Epub), a network-wide hash function H(-) and q 
independent hash functions {HI, H2, ... ,Hq} for the 
r-bit Bloom filter. 

4) Additionally, each sensor node calculates a key intersec

tion threshold (T) as follows: 

T = 
{ h + k - m if h > m - k; 

1 otherwise. 

where h is the number of keys to be selected from each 
key set for BFV generation (explained in more detail 
in step 2 of the signature generation phase). 

5) Lastly, the access point is loaded with all the keys in the 
key pool. 

Signature generation Phase: 

1) After deployment, when an access point wants to broad
cast a message to all nodes, it constructs a packet from a 
message body 1\1, a time stamp tt and a digital signature 

DS = EpTV(H(M II tt)) (1) 

where EpTV is signing with the sink's private key and II 
denotes concatenation. 

2) The access point creates a BFV from DS, which will 
be used by sensor nodes to pre-verify the signature. To 
create a BFV, the access point randomly picks h keys, 
where h :s; m, from each key set and computes an r-bit 
BFV using the following algorithm: 

BFV +- 0 
for i = 1 to n do 

lRi +- randomly picked h keys from Si 
for all keys Kl E lRi do 

for all Hj I 1 :s; j :s; q do 
b +- first r bit of Hj(KI II tt II DS) 
bth bit of BFV +- 1 

end for 
end for 

end for 

which has been adapted from [16] (The diagram is 
shown in Fig 2). Because each key only turns on a 
single bit in the BFV, this algorithm ensures that the 
maximum number of I-bit in the vector will not exceed 
hnq. 

3) Finally, the message is broadcast as 

{M, tt, DS, IT, BFV} 

N 
keys 

m 

keys 

51 randomly pick 

Global key pool 

r bits 

Bloom filter vector 

Fig. 2: Key pool scheme's Bloom filter vector generation for 
q=l 

where IT is the set of all key indices that have been 
included in the BFV defined as IT = {I I VKI E C} 
and C = U�=llRi' 

Message verification and forwarding phase: 

1) We define a per-message key intersection set X as a set 
intersection between node's local keys and all the keys 
that have been included in the message's BFV. A sensor 
node can derive X from IT in the broadcast message. 

2) When a sensor node receives a broadcast message, it first 
confirms that the time stamp is fresh and the message 
has at most hnq "I" bits in the BFV. This can prevent 
the attacker from deliberately marking all bits in BFV 
to circumvent our scheme. 

3) If the BFV is plausible, a sensor node then finds the 
message's X and compares IXI with T. If IXI < T, a 
sensor node will forward the message only when the DS 
verification is successful. Consequently, a sensor node 
will operate in the authentication-first mode whenever it 
does not share enough keys with the message. 

4) On the other hand, if the threshold is achieved (IXI ;::: 
T), each node will compute a BFV of DS with all 
the keys in Xand then checks whether each "I" bit in 
the B FV has a corresponding "1" in the B FV from 
the message or not. It only forwards the message when 
B FV verification is successful. 

5) The sensor node performs digital signature verification 
before accepting the message. 

B. Protocol Analysis 

1) Security Consideration: One of the main objectives of 
this protocol is to make WSNs more resistant to node captur
ing, thus we will analyze the effectiveness of our protocol in 
the situation that an attacker has learned some of the keys from 
node capturing. We assume that a out of n key sets has been 
compromised. When the attacker forges a new message, he can 
correctly mark haq bits and randomly mark h( n - a)q bits to 



fully exploit hnq-bit limit of the BFV. Since the location of 
"1" from a key in the r-bit BFV is uniformly distributed, the 
probability of the attacker correctly marks the BFV for any 
unlearned key is 

_ { ( hnq) q 

Pk - r 
1 

if hnq < r; 

otherwise. 
(2) 

Our protocol requires at least T common keys between local 
keys and message's keys and all of them must have correct 
markings in the BFV before a sensor node will forward 
a message without checking the digital signature. Thus, the 
probability that the attacker successfully fools a sensor node 
that possesses keys from a secure key set to forward a forged 
message is 

min{h,k} (h) (m - h) p i L . k . (k) 
t - t 

Pa == 

i=T (7) (3) 

For a compromised key set, a forged message still can be 
rejected if IXI is less than T. Therefore, the probability of a 
forged message successfully passing BFV verification on any 
node in the network is 

a 
n 

min{h,k} (h) (m - h) . 
L . k . (1 -(Pk) t ) 

t - t i=r (7) (4) 

Equation 4 shows that Pb grows linearly to the proportion 
of compromised keys (ajn) with y-intercept at Pa which is 
later confirmed in Fig 9a in the simulation result section. We 
now have the average number of nodes forwarding the forged 
message equal to PbNt where Nt is the total number of nodes 
in the network. If we consider a broadcast path as a tree with 
the access point as the root, the estimated number can be 
further reduced because we do not consider the case where 
a whole branch has been cut off by a node that successfully 
detects and drops a forged packet. 

2) Reducing Maximum Bloom Filter Marking Limit: From 
Equations 2 and 3, we notice that the higher the hnq-bit limit, 
the easier the forged broadcast message can pass through the 
BFV verification. The naive solution can be done by simply 
reducing h,n and/or q. However, reducing n will increase the 
chance that each sensor node will share the same key set 
thus making the WSN more vulnerable to node capturing. 
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Fig. 3: Probability that a sensor node need to perform DS 
verification due to unsatisfied T requirement. 

On the other hand, reducing h will decrease the h + k to m 

key intersection ratio, which will increase the chance a sensor 
node needs to perform DS verification as shown in Fig 3. To 
maintain the key intersection ratio, k needs to be increased, 
which also increases the number of keys the attacker can learn 
from capturing a node. In this section, we will describe a 
technique to reduce the limit without altering those parameters 
although with a minimal trade-off in communication overhead 
and initial sending delay. 

From the uniformly distributed characteristic of the marked 
bits over the BFV, the probability of all or most of the hnq 
bits are set to "1" is small, hence we can reduce the maximum 
bit limit with the trade-off that a legitimate broadcast message 
may go over the new limit. In order to make an efficient 
decision on how much we are going to reduce the maximum 
bit limit, we have to determine P(x, y, r), the probability of 

x number of "1" bits occur in the process of marking y bits 
out of r-bit BFV. If all y markings are uniformly distributed, 
we have 

P(x,y,r) = 
rY 

where 

rx = L 
(y ) ( x) 

Y 
all possible .A A 13 

x 
A ={al,a2, ... ,axl Lai=y,l:S;ai:S;y, 

i=1 
ai :s; aj {==} i < j} 

13 = {11311, 11321, ... , Il3yl}, l3i = {\faj E Alaj = i} 

G) where N 

(5) 

(6) 

The multinomial coefficient 
nl, n2,·· ., nm is equivalent to n! given that nl!n2!···nrn! 
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2::7:1 ni = n. In Equation 6, each A represents one possible 
integer partition of y with exactly x addends and B is a set 
that contains the counting of each distinct addend of the 
corresponding set A. If we reduce the hnq-bit limit by 0 
bits, 0 < hnq, the probability that a legitimate r-bit BFV 

contains more than hnq - 0 marking can be calculated by 

hnq 
Po = L P(i, hnq, r). (7) 

i=hnq-o+l 

By reducing hnq-bit limit to hnq - 0, we improve the pro

tocol by decreasing Pa because Pk now becomes ( hn�-o) q
. 

Fig 4 shows how 0 affects Pa and Po without changing any 
number of key requirement for both broadcast messages and 
sensor nodes. 

Nevertheless, a legitimate message can still be rejected, with 
probability Po, for violating the limit which is considered 
unacceptable in some scenarios. To counter this false negative 
situation, we can either choose 0 such that Po is small enough 
to be negligible, or we can utilize the access point's computing 

power to guarantee that the limit will not be exceeded . 
The access point, who initially sends out a message, needs 

to add random bits to the message whenever its B FV goes 
over the hnq - 0 limit. First, the access point appends w 
bits of all zeros to the end of the message before calculating 
the BFV. If the (hnq - o)-bit limit is exceeded, the access 
point recalculates the BFV using random w bits instead. 
After t tries of BFV generation without any success, the 
access point changes all w-bit padding to ones and appends 
additional randomly chosen w bits and starts the process 
again. Theoretically, the number of extra bits can grow up 
to infinity. However, the actual number of paddings follows 
a geometric distribution with the expected number equal to 

r t(1�'P8) 1· Fig 5 shows the average number of w-bit paddings 

which can be considered causing only minimal cOlmnunication 
overhead. The optimum choice of w for any chosen t will be 
1l0g2(t + l)l 

3) Protocol Overheads: The key pool scheme adds both 
computational overhead from hash operations and communi
cation overhead from sending additional bits in the broadcast 
message. 

Let the length of the original broadcast message, which 
includes message body, time stamp and digital signature, be 
A and every key index is Aind = llog2 Nl bits long, then the 
length of our broadcast message will be 

(8) 

If we use the technique from the previous section to reduce 
our maximum BFV marking by 0 bit with w-bit padding, the 
expected final message length will be 

Ab = A + hnAi + w I t(l �o 
Po) l + r (9) 

Next, the computational overhead for each sensor node 
depends on how many keys a broadcast message and a node 
share, i.e., IXI. Given any sensor node with k local keys and a 
message that incorporates h keys from each set into its BFV, 

the probability that a sensor node and a broadcast message 
share exactly x number of keys (P(IXI = x) ) is: 

P(IXI = x ) = 

If M = min{ k, h}, then the expected number of keys each 
sensor node has to verify will be: 

M 

Ek = L i . P(IXI = i) 
i=T 

Hence, a sensor node is expected to perform on average 
qEk and at most qM hash operations per message. 

The access point is expected to perform 1 1�'h l signature 
and BFV generations before sending each message when us
ing BFV with the maximum marking bit reduction, otherwise 
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function application. 

it only performs one signature generation. It also needs to 

perform hnq hash operations to generate the BFV. 

IV. KEY CHAIN SCHEME 

The key chain scheme aims to eliminate the communication 

overhead in the key pool scheme by using multiple one-way 

hash chains. The randomness of each hash value on the chain 

prevents key prediction and at the same time eliminates the 

need to include key indices in the broadcast messages. In 

this scheme, a global key pool of size N is used to store 

N independent key chains without any partitioning. Given a 

network-wide hash function H(-) and starting key Ko, we can 

find a key at position i in the chain (Ki) as Ki = H(Ki-I). 
Normally, the one-way hash chain must be generated in 

advance and the last key (the key with the highest position) 

is the first key to be used for authentication. Typically, the 

key chain is consumed "backwards" until reaching Ko before 

a new chain is generated and redistributed. Our scheme, on 

the other hand, uses the one-way key chain in the "forward" 

manner where every node starts from key index zero and 

progresses toward higher key indices. With this approach, 

our protocol does not require key redistribution and does 

not need to include any key index in the broadcast message. 

However, once a key is compromised, the whole key chain is 

also compromised. The key chain scheme, which consists of 

three different phases, similar to the key pool scheme, will be 

described in the following section. 

A. Protocol Description 

Pre-deployment phase: 

1) First, a global key pool, which contains N starting keys 

(denoted by 0 in the subscript) KlO, K20, ... , KNO of 

N independent key chains, must be generated (shown in 

Fig 6). 

2) Each sensor node randomly picks k starting keys, 1 :s; 

k :s; N, and stores them in the node's memory. Similar 

to the key pool scheme, every node must be loaded 

with the access point's public key, a network-wide hash 

function H(-) and Bloom filter parameters including q 

independent hash functions {HI, H2, ... ,Hq}. 

Signature generation Phase: 

1) The access point generates DS from a message body 

M, a time stamp tt and Eprv by using Equation l. 

2) Every key chain in the global key pool must be advanced 

from Kij to Ki(j+l);Vi E [l,N]. 
3) The access point then inserts all the new keys into BFV 

using the algorithm: 

BFV +-- 0 
for i = 1 to N do 

for all Hj I 1 :s; j :s; q do 

c +-- current key chain number 

b +-- first r bit of Hj(Kic II tt II DS) 
bth bit of B FV +-- 1 

end for 

end for 

which guarantees that the number of "1" bit in the BFV 
will not exceed N q. 

4) The final message to be broadcast is 

{M, tt, DS, c, BFV} 

where c is the current key index in the chain. 

Message verification and forwarding phase: 

1) Similar to the key pool scheme, when each sensor node 

receives a new message, it makes sure the time stamp is 

fresh and then checks for B FV forgery by confirming 

that the number of "1" does not exceed N q. 

2) If the BFV passes the test and the key index c has not 

been used, the sensor node advances all its k local key 

chains to that index. 

3) If all the corresponding bits in BFV for the new local 

keys are verified, the sensor node forwards the message 

further. If the verification fails, the packet is dropped. 

4) Lastly, each sensor node must verify the digital signature 

before accepting the packet. If the verification fails at 

this stage, a sensor node must revert c and all local keys 

back to their previous values. 

B. Protocol Analysis 

1) Security Considerations: The main security concern for 

this scheme is how well it can resist node capture and how eas

ily the attacker can circumvent our Bloom filter checking. We 



will also answer what will happen if the attacker manipulates 
the value of c in the broadcast message. 

With Nq-bit limit on the key pool scheme's BFV, we 
assume that the attacker always utilizes it to assure his 
maximum chance of deceiving the key checking mechanism. 
For a uniformly distributed BFV, the attacker can correctly 
mark r-bit BFV for an unknown key with probability 

if Nq < r; 

otherwise. 
(10) 

If the attacker has learned A keys out of N possible keys 
from node capturing, the probability that a forged broadcast 
message can bypass our B FV checking on any single sensor 
node is 

Pb = (� + (N � A ) Pk) 
k 

( � (1 - Pk) + Pk) 
k 

It is also worth mentioning that due to independent verifi
cation of each broadcast message at each node, the same Pb 
analysis still applies for both key pool and key chain scheme 
even when the attacker's wireless signal is strong enough 
to cover an entire WSN's deployment area, which can be 
problematic in some schemes such as [1]. 

We can apply the same technique from the key pool scheme 
to reduce Pb by lowering the N q-bit limit by 0 bits. The false 
negative probability Po can be calculated by simply replacing 
hnq with N q in Equation 7. Also, the probability of correctly 

marking an unknown key Pk is changed to (jV�-o) q. 

Another issue that needs to be discussed is how the attacker 
can manipulate key index c to his advantage. If the attacker 
modified c to be smaller than the original one, i.e., c' 

< c, 

this will result in sensor nodes treating it as an obsolete 
message and rejecting it. The attacker cannot benefit much 
from this case, since he cannot manipulate sensor nodes into 
forwarding his forged message. On the other hand, if c' is 
more than c, a sensor node will be forced to perform k (c' - c) 
hash operations before it can verify the BFV. However, the 
probability of successfully passing the BFV verification (Pb) 
remains minimal due to the randomness of key value in the 
key chain. 

To deal with the c' exploitation, we can limit the maximum 
window size w, the maximum allowance of c' - c, in which 
the sensor node still performs the BFV verification. If the 
w limit is exceeded, sensor nodes will verify the digital 
signature directly. With this extension, the attacker can inflict 
at most kw hash operations per broadcast message with trade
off in the flexibility of WSNs in handling lost packets. In 
other words, w is the maximum acceptable lost broadcast 
messages before sensor nodes switch to authentication-first 
mode. Another benefit of using window size limitation is when 
the key index start to wrap around or overflow. A properly 
chosen w can prevent confusion in that circumstance similar 
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Fig. 7: Pa of all possible hand k values with m = 40 (the 
key pool scheme). 

to how the sliding window mechanism acconunodates the 
sequence number wrap-around in TCP [17]. 

2) Protocol Overheads: Using the same set of notations 
from the previous protocol overhead analysis, the key chain 
scheme's message length Ab will equal that in Equation 8 and 
9 but with hnAind replaced by Ac, where Ac is the bit length 
of key index c. The optimal Ac for a given w is l1og2 W l. 
These equations display one of the benefits of the key chain 
scheme, i.e., the message length remains constant while the 
key pool scheme's message grows proportionally to hnAi. 

Since the access point includes all keys into BFV cal
culation, each sensor node will have to perform exactly 
k (( c' - c) + q) hash operations per broadcast message. On the 
other hand, the access point itself needs to perform N hash 
operations for key chain advancement plus a single digital 
signature and BFV generation. The number of signature and 
BFV generations will increase to an average of 11��8 l if the 
maximum bit reduction is used. 

V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

We simulate our protocols in NS-2 with the ManaSim 
WSN module extension [18]. We randomly deploy 3,000 
stationary nodes inside a simulated area of size 200m by 200m 
with a single access point located at the center. Each sensor 
node has a transmission range of 7.7459m and the hardware 
specification of a MICA2 mote [19]. Both protocol schemes 
are implemented using 64-bit BFV, 1.6s verification time 
for a 20-byte digital signature [2] and 0.6ms delay per hash 
operation per one byte of data [20]. Unless stated otherwise, 
we run our simulation 30 times without maximum BFV bit 
reduction (0 = 0) for each data point on the graph. 

A. Parameter Selection 
1) Key pool scheme: Several parameters of the key pool 

scheme need to be adjusted to create optimum operating 
conditions for the sensor network. First, the choice of r and 
N are determined by the network's maximum packet size. 



Because WSN's typical packet size is less than 100 bytes, 

the appropriate value of r is between 32 and 64 bits. The 

total number of keys (N) and the number of key sets (n) 
affects the size of key index set IT thus they are limited by 

the maximum packet size as well. Larger n and N values 

hinder attackers from learning the complete key set from node 

capturing but they increase the conununication overhead as 

well. The number of keys in each set (m) is then calculated 

from Nln. 

Next, the h + k to m ratio is chosen such that it balances the 

forged message detection power with the network's broadcast 

delay. With low h + k to m ratio, forged messages will be 

easily detected as each sensor node is more likely to operate 

in the authentication-first mode. On the other hand, it also 

increases the broadcast delay which is undesirable for WSN 

applications that require fast response time. Fig 3 shows that 

a desirable (h + k)lm value is between 0.5 and 0.6. 
After choosing an h + k value, we have to determine how 

many keys will be locally stored in the sensor nodes' memory 

(k) and how many keys will be included in the messages (h). 
There are two main benefits of having a relatively small h 
value for a given h + k. First, low h values have low Pa for 

almost every possible k values as shown in Fig 7 (the lighter 

shaded area). Second, it has lower communication overhead 

according to Equation 8. A k value then can be chosen to 

match a preferred h + k to m ratio. 

The last parameter q can be optimized by finding a q that 

minimize the Pk in Equation 2. By performing a first-order 

partial derivative test on Pk with respect to q, we have 

r 

: . q = 

hne 
Because q must be a positive integer, the optimum value for 

q is max( nint (h�e) ,1), where nint is the nearest integer 

function. 

2) Key chain scheme: The key chain scheme has signif

icantly fewer numbers of parameters to be chosen because 

its key assignment is less complicated in comparison to the 

key pool scheme. First, the selection of r is similar to the 

key pool scheme but a larger r is also possible due to the 

key chain scheme's lower overhead. The total number of key 

chains (N) must be selected such that N q < r to avoid 

Pk = 1 case in Equation 10. A higher N gives a higher false 

positive probability (Pk) for a forged message to bypass BFV 
verification. On the contrary, a higher N also impedes the 

attacker from learning all the key chains. Therefore, a choice 

of N must balance between these two aspects. Using a similar 

optimization as the key pool scheme, the ideal choice of q is 

max(nint (;;e) ,1). 
Next, the number of locally stored key chains (k) affects 

the probability of a forged message slip through the BFV 
verification (Pb) as shown in Fig 8. After choosing desired N 
and Pb, we then calculate k from 
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For any given Pb value, an N value which does not exceed 

the maximum curvature point (the knee of the curve) is 

preferable. This region creates good capture-resistance (low 

k) and good forged message detection (moderate to high N) 
WSNs than the top right region with the same Pb. 

B. Attack Resistant 

To evaluate our protocol's effectiveness in forged message 

propagation prevention, we plot the number of sensor nodes 

that forward a forged message against the number of com

promised keys in the message. We simulate the keys that the 

attacker has learned from node capturing by using authentic 

keys for those compromised key sets. As the number of 

compromised keys increase, sensor nodes are more likely to 

forward the forged broadcast message as shown in Fig 9. For 

the key pool scheme, we use the parameters h = 2, n = 10, q = 

1, m = 40 and k = 10. To tighten the test scenario, we assume 

the attacker compromises an entire key set at a time which, in 

a real situation, the attacker will need to capture several nodes 

of the same set to achieve this. For the key chain scheme, we 

use the parameter N = 30, q = 1 and k = 3. The result in 

Fig 9 also shows that the key pool scheme performs better 

under a higher percentage of compromised keys than the key 

chain scheme. This advantage comes at a higher cost in packet 

length and propagation delay. 
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Fig. 9: Portion of nodes forwarding a forged message under different number of compromised keys 

TABLE I: Average delay of various schemes 

Receiving 

Time(sec) % of FF time 

Forwarding-first (FF) 0.422 100% 

Authentication-first (AF) 20.145 4773.7% 

Key pool (KP) 1.306 309.5% 

Key chain (KC) 1.147 271.8% 

C. Authentication Delay 

Understanding the impact of our protocols on authentication 

delay is also crucial. We use the same setup as in the previous 

section to simulate and record the time that a sensor node 

receives and forwards a message. We also record the time 

when our protocol passes the message up to the applica

tion layer after it finished verifying the digital signature. In 

this scenario, we only used authentic broadcast message to 

simulate the delay introduced by our schemes under nor

mal WSN operations. As shown in Table I, both proposed 

schemes introduce very little propagation delay compared to 

the authentication-first. The key pool and key chain scheme's 

application layer timings are 46.7% and 39.4% slower than 

the forwarding-first scheme. This is a significant improvement 

over the authentication-first scheme which is more than 10 

times slower. The key pool scheme has more delay because 

its key intersection requirement (T) causes some of the nodes 

to act like the authentication-first scheme while the key chain 

scheme does not. 

VI. RELATED WORK 

Many researchers have worked on mitigating and preventing 

denial of service attacks in sensor network environments. 

Wood et al. provided a taxonomy of WSN denial of service 

attacks in [21]. Luk et al. pointed out key properties of 

designing DoS countermeasures in [22]. 

{LTESLA [6] utilizes a one-way hash chain and delayed 

disclosure time to guarantee a key's secrecy within the undis

closed period. Its main shortcoming, authentication delay, 

Forwarding Passing to the application 

Time(sec) % of FF time Time(sec) % of FF time 

0.422 100% 2.022 100% 

21.745 5152.8% 27.745 1372.2% 

2.262 536.0% 2.966 146.7% 

1.219 288.9% 2.819 139.4% 

has been addressed in the subsequent TESLA extension [7] 

by allowing immediate authentication, however it requires 

sending rate to remain constant. 

Wang et al. first proposed a dynamic window scheme [1] 

using additive increase multiplicative decrease (AIMD) to 

regulate the window size, which, in turn, allows the node to 

adaptively switch between authentication-first and forwarding

first behavior. Unlike our proposed method, this scheme is 

less effective if malicious nodes are equipped with high

power antennae. Moreover, a good strategic placement of 

multiple malicious nodes can force an entire WSN into an 

authentication-first mode. 

Dong et al. addressed the dynamic window scheme's short

comings using pre-authentication filters [12]. This scheme 

relies on establishing a group-key with a node's neighbors 

and filtering out misbehaving nodes. However, it only focuses 

on preventing unnecessary signature verifications and does not 

address the message propagation delay issue. Additionally, the 

proposed protocol still allows malicious nodes to successfully 

broadcast forged messages at a certain rate. 

Ning et al. provided weak authentication to pre-filter bogus 

messages using a one-way key chain in [23] which can be used 

in tandem with any existing digital signature-based broadcast 

authentication protocol. Like {LTESLA, which also uses a one

way hash chain, this approach requires synchronization and 

periodic broadcasting between the access point and sensor 

nodes when it is used with signature-based authentication. 

Wang et al. later proposed ShortPK [14] to reduce the 

signature verification time by using multiple short-lived public 



keys instead of a single key. However, it requires multiple 

public keys to be stored in sensor nodes and the sink node 

to periodically broadcast and redistribute public keys to the 

entire network once the lifetime of the keys has expired. 

Ren et al. [13] implemented multi-user authentication for 

WSN by using a Bloom filter to store multiple user IDs and 

public keys. Because all the information required to construct 

an authentic-looking Bloom filter is publicly available to all 

nodes, the Bloom filter itself can be easily forged and thus 

cannot be used to prevent broadcast DoS attacks. 

Fundamentally, our key pool-based technique is similar 

to what Statistical En-route Filtering (SEF) [16] uses for 

preventing a bogus message from a malicious node from 

reaching the access point. However, the extent of damage in 

terms of resource exhaustion for this attack is more confined 

in comparison to the network-wide attack in broadcast authen

tication. 

Our proposed protocols can prevent broadcast authentication 

DoS, and rely on neither node synchronization nor periodic 

broadcasting. Moreover, they can resist node capture until a 

considerable number of nodes in the network are compro

mised. At the same time, the protocol overhead is low enough 

to be practical while the propagation delay is close to the 

forwarding first scheme. 

VII. CON CLUSION 

We have demonstrated two new broadcast authentication 

schemes, which utilize Bloom filters to enhance PKC-based 

broadcast authentication in WSN. The Bloom filter is used 

by each sensor node to verify quickly the authenticity of 

the message's digital signature. Because the Bloom filter is 

computed from multiple secret keys that are randomly dis

tributed to each sensor node, the attacker is required to capture 

and learn secrets from a large portion of the sensor nodes 

before he can effectively launch broadcast authentication DoS 

against the network. This approach also eliminates the time 

synchronization, local key pair establishment, and key redistri

bution requirements present in other schemes. Moreover, since 

each node independently verifies the message, both schemes 

remain effective even though the malicious node's wireless 

transmission area covers the entire WSN. 

The key pool scheme which is based on key partitioning 

has improved node capturing resistance with a trade-off in 

communication overhead. The key chain scheme considerably 

reduces the overhead but underperforms the key pool scheme 

when the compromised key proportion is high. The theoretical 

analysis of both protocols is validated by our NS-2 simulation 

result. 

In our future research, we want to study the effects of 

different key partitioning techniques and probabilistic key 

distribution models on the rate of which the attacker can learn 

the global key pool. 
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